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FYA (for your amusement).To: Ron Haron/ARRBcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, Jim Goslee/ARRB From: Douglas 

Horne/ARRB Date: 06/05/98 04:56:33 PMSubject: ONI Compliance with the JFK ActI have reviewed your draft 

letter and completely disagree with your desire to ask ONI to submit a separate, supplemental declaration on 

what has been done to locate the files for the head of ONI from 1959-1964. As I explained to you yesterday, 

LCDR Bastein told me that such records are not held within RG 289, and that we (the ARRB) should check to 

see if those files are held within RG 38 (CNO records). His specific instructions in that regard are contained on 

page 2 of my long letter memorializing our meeting on January 29, 1998. As I told you yesterday, I personally 

take responsibility for contacting Mr. Ron Marshall to determine whether RG 38 holdings include any files of 

the ONI director from 1959-1964 related to the assassination.Furthermore, the 25,000 boxes of RG 289 

material LCDR Bastein refers to that have not been searched yet under EO 12958 MAY contain ONI 

equities...and they may not. He doesn't even know. The important thing is that:-they have already searched 

what we targeted them to search within RG 289--see my letter and its enclosures;-under EO 12958, they are 

committed to continue searching RG 289 until finished.I believe all they need from us is a simple "thank you" 

acknowledgement letter. I have returned your draft letter to you with appropriate emendations. My 

comments today are the same as they were yesterday.END
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